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PRINCIPAL PIERRE ORBE REPORTS ON THE STATE
OF DEWITT CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL
Dear DWC Alumni,
I hope everyone is safe and healthy during this challenging Covid 19 pandemic. This is the
time of the year when we are normally celebrating college acceptances. This year’s seniors have
received acceptances to top universities including: Dartmouth, Stanford, Columbia, Cornell and
Vassar. We even have one senior who has been waitlisted to Harvard. This is also the time in
the year when we would celebrate our improved graduation rate, anticipated to be above 83%
(previous 4 graduation rates are 48%, 50%, 69%, 78%). These would have been among the biggest headlines to recall for this school year. But due to this outbreak, it’s hard to appreciate the
impact of our teachers’ efforts and the implementation of our SAT prep program, Syracuse College courses, and Project Lead the Way Courses. The Corona virus has changed the experiences
many expected during this time. Senior trip, 10th and 11th grade overnight college trips, spring
PSAL sports, and just about everything has been cancelled. State Regents Exams, where DWC
used to struggle to achieve high passing rates, will most likely be cancelled. And this was the year
we were going to break 75% passing in the five big exams. But there are greater tragedies occurring right now. This virus is causing the death of many individuals worldwide.

Pierre Orbe
Principal

School buildings have been closed, but remote learning has officially begun. While
many schools are in desperate need of technology to service their students or training to
support their teachers in learning Google Classroom, DWC has neither issue. We have
been preparing for implementing a five-phase instructional process that relies on one-to
-one technology usage to help every learner develop from their current starting point. Its
ultimate goal is to develop self-regulated learners. Said simply, we are ahead of the curve.
As many schools now scramble to teach their staff how to use Google Classroom, we
have been using Google Classroom during the school in most classes to support a very
specific instructional model. This model relies on students entering class and completing a
google form quiz that helps the teacher see in real time which resources students actually
need. So rather than teaching everyone the basics, students who are ahead can move on to
their skill aligned materials. Students who need foundational support will receive it.
This model allows for all students to spend about 10-15 minutes on developing from their
starting point, before the teacher brings the class back together to focus on the group learning task
intended to support real life application.
(Continued on page 3)
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President’s Letter

I am pleased to inform you that “the state of Clinton” is improving significantly. Each year’s statistics bring us farther out
of the woods and closer to regaining our traditional title as a
School of Excellence.
The Alumni Association wants to thank Principal Pierre Orbe
and his staff for their commitment to DWC and its students.
During this school year, the Association has worked to help
DWC boost its enrollment for September 2020. We have provided great looking and informative literature in the form of the
DWC magazine and class folders, both as ways to introduce
possible incoming students to see what DWC has to offer. We
thank Gerard Pelisson for creating the magazine and folders.
The spread of the coronavirus is seriously impacting our country. In the name of
caution...and the law, we must cancel the May 2020 Alumni Dinner and its Homecoming Day followup. One thought we have is to honor the Class of 1970 when we honor
the Class of 1971 at the 2021 dinner.
On a sad note, I regret to inform you that a long time Board member, Joel Weisvogel
‘69, has passed away. He was always there when needed and will be sorely missed.
Please read our In Memoriam to Joel on page 13.
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Due to the Coronavirus, the May 21, 2020 Alumni Dinner
has been canceled. Those who already paid will be contacted
about refund options. Our three distinguished alumni below
will be honored at a future time.

Michael Blake ’00 has his 2020
eyes on New York’s 15th Congressional District. That has not stopped him
from vigorously representing the 79th
District (Bronx) in the NYS Assembly.
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Denise Wallen-Grant ’90 joined
Coach North America as senior
director retail allocation in April
2017. She is a 1994 graduate of
Columbia University.

Stephen L. Winters MD ’70 is
director and founder (1991) of the cardiac rhythm management program at
the Gagnon Cardiovascular Institute,
Morristown (NJ) Medical Center.

(Continued from page 1)

THE PRINCIPAL REPORTS ON THE STATE
OF DEWITT CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL
The bottom line is we have been using Google Classroom as a model in our phase 2 of 5 for
instruction. This means that currently we have students completing assignments and engaging
students in virtual learning via applications such as Zoom and Google Meet. While there are
challenges, we have our Guidance and Good Shepherds CBO supporting via phone outreach.
Our school aides and secretaries are tracking the completion levels for assignments and mastery
levels on quizzes. Though we are not under one roof, we are working in teams to support one
another and our students.
Our current challenges are scaling back the work that we might normally expect to complete
in a single lesson, since we are noticing students cannot complete it at the same pace without a
teacher. This makes sense and shows the incredible and irreplaceable value of our instructors.
They have been on the front lines of learning this technology and designing instruction to meet
the demands of our students.
We are adapting to support students with a new model that will ensure students are not overwhelmed with assignments and spending more time actively learning. We call it ABC Learning
and it will combine block and remote learning.
When we look back at this time in our history, we will remember that DWC was leading the
way with preparedness for remote learning and adapting new methods for supporting true learning from a distance.
Despite this good news, we should not forget the many who are suffering or lost loved ones
due to the CoronaVirus. This has hit close to home for many of us, and my condolences go out
to all.
It’s hard to speak about all the advances that will be happening at DWC with all this going
on and the support we hope to receive from the many alumni who have come through this great
institution. We will be welcoming students back eventually with hallways that have an updated
●

Updated paint job (Though not a skim coat due to financial restraints)

●

Digital Bulletin Boards that will replace the old versions

●

School logos and famous alumni visual branding in the hallways

●
A Wall of Fame celebrating great Clinton alumni achievements. This will extend from
the first floor opposite the current student historic honor roll
●
A Go Fund Me page effort in support of the Stan Lee Performing Arts Center meant to
improve the school auditorium (more coming in April)

Pierre Orbe
Principal
Steven Deep
APO
Felicia Bray
AP Guidance
Carrie Neset
AP Macy/History
Preya Singh
AP ELA/ENL
Corey Beder
AP Special Education
Brandon Weinberg
AP Science
Jennifer Lovejoy
AP Math

See
Examples
of Alumni
Achievements
on
Pages 4-5.

I hope to elaborate on these efforts next month and seek support from all of you who want to
further see your alma mater return to greatness and beyond.
I hope that everyone is safe and healthy during this difficult time. We will endure and we will
overcome.
							Warmest regards,

Pierre Orbe

Sine Labore Nihil — Nothing Is Accomplished Without Hard Work

Introducing Present-Day Students to Our DeWitt Clinton World
The question has been asked for decades by students at
DeWitt Clinton High School. “Why don’t they teach us about
all our famous alumni?” Principal Pierre Orbe is preparing to
do just that. But not with lists of names. He wants students to
see the achievements. Thus, large banners, some at 15 ft x 3.5
ft, are being composed and will be placed in appropriate areas
of the school. Students (and everyone else) will marvel at the
achievements of Clintonites in culture; business, industry, and
labor; law, government, and politics; history and journalism;
religion and education; health, science, and environment;
military service; community; and sports.

On this page is the banner on alumni in television (7 ft x 3.5
ft). On the next page are sections of the banners on science
and medicine (complete 16 ft x 3.5 ft) and movies (complete
9.3 feet x 3.5 feet). Another banner will include only comic
book characters created by DWC alumni. And how about a
montrous banner to show off Clintonites at sport!
Do you know the Clinton connection for the six images—
comics and sports—immediately below? (The connections
are given at the bottom of this page.)

DWCHS ALUMNI ON TELEVISION

DWCHS ALUMNI ON TELEVISION
Spanish artist
Salvador Dali
is a guest on the
1954 quiz show
The Name’s the
Same, hosted by
Robert Q. Lewis
(DWC 1938).

Garry Marshall (DWC 1952)
created and produced Happy
Days (1974-1984) and Laverne
& Shirley (1976-1983).

Agent 86
on Get Smart
(1965-1970)
was played by
Don Adams
(DWC 1940).
Sherwood Schwartz (DWC 1934)
created and
produced The
Brady Bunch
(1969-1974),
as he had
done for Gilligan’s Island
(1964-1967).
In the 1970s,
Alka-Seltzer aired a
TV commercial with
the now famous line
“I can’t believe I ate
the whole thing,”
spoken by Milt Moss
(DWC 1941).

David Platt (DWC 1970)
directed 83
episodes of
Law & Order
and Law &
Order: Special
Victims Unit
(1996-2010).

Star Trek:
The Next
Generation was
written/produced
(1989-1993) by
Ira Steven Behr
(DWC 1970).

Robert Klein
(DWC 1958)
starred in the
first HBO comedy
special (1975).

The mini-series
Roots, first aired
in 1977, was
produced by
Stan Margulies
(DWC 1936).
The first voice
heard on ESPN
(Sept. 7, 1979)
belonged to
Lee Leonard
(DWC 1946).

Seinfeld (1990-1998) claimed
several DWC connections:
George Shapiro and Howard
West (both DWC 1949) were
executive producers, Len Lesser
(DWC 1938) was Uncle Leo.

David Margulies (left)
(DWC 1954) played
Tony Soprano’s lawyer in
The Sopranos (1999-2007).

Soul Food (2002-2005)
starred Darrin DeWitt
Henson (DWC 1986).
Tracy Morgan Andrea Navedo (DWC 1988)
(DWC 1987) co-starred
was a regular
as Jane’s
on Saturday
mother in
Night Live
Jane the
(1996-2003)
Virgin
and co-starred
(2014on 30 Rock
2019).
(2006-2013).

Clinton Connections. From left: Dondi, co-created by Irwin Hasen ’39; Pottsy, created by Jay Irving ’17; Quiincy,
creadted by Ted Shearer ’38; Bernie Fliegel ’34; 2005 Kentucky Derby winner Giacomo, owned by Jerry Moss ’53;
high jumper Charlie Major ’24.
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DWCHS ALUMNI IN SCIENCE AND MEDICINE
The phrase “athlete’s foot”
to describe a fungal skin
infection of the feet was
coined in 1930 by
Charles Pabst MD
(DWC 1909).

The Health Insurance Plan
of New York (HIP) was
established in 1947, at the
request of Mayor Fiorello
LaGuardia, by George Baehr MD
(DWC 1904). In 2006, HIP merged
with Group Health Incorporated
(GHI) to form EmblemHealth.

Albert
Wattenberg

The first successful nuclear reactor, leading
to the first controlled nuclear chain reaction
on December 2, 1942, was built by a team
at the University of Chicago that included
Albert Wattenberg (DWC 1933).

Crohn’s disease (inflammation of
the digestive tract) was discovered
in 1932 by three doctors, including
Leon Ginsberg MD (DWC 1918).
The first individually
molded rubber mouth
guard for boxers was
invented in 1936 by
dentist Walter Jacobs
(DWC 1921). Made of
rubber, it will be used by
Joe Louis, Jack Dempsey,
Larry Holmes and Floyd
Patterson.

Serotonin, a monoamine
neurotransmitter, was
discovered in 1948
by biochemist
Maurice Rapport
(DWC 1936).
Low levels of serotonin
can negatively affect
a person’s mental and
physical well-being.

The Wechsler
Intelligence
Scale for
Children
(1949) and
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(1955) were developed by psychologist
David Wechsler (DWC 1913). He defined intelligence as the “capacity of the
individual to act purposefully, to think
rationally and to deal effectively with his
environment.” Updated versions of these
tests remain popular in the 21st century.

The protective face
mask of National
Hockey League
goaltender Jacques
Plante was designed
in the 1950s by
dentist
Ralph Citron
(DWC 1931).

The 1961 Nobel Prize in
Physics for discovering
that protons and neutrons
have a precise size and
form was awarded to
Robert Hofstadter
(DWC 1931).

In the early
you could on
to your cell
Amos Joel
a way to con
tower to tow
Now, if you
use your ce
anywhere in
was awarde
Technology

The world’s second human
cardiac transplant and the
first in North America was
performed by Dr. Adrian
Kantrowitz (DWC 1937)
on December 6, 1967. He
also invented a heart-lung
machine, an internal pacemaker, the first auxiliary left heart ventricle,
and the intra-aortic balloon pump, which
had been used in nearly 3 million operations
before his death in 2008.

Illustrations of the human
body, such as the heart,
are studied by medical
students and doctors
world-wide. The greatest
illustrator of human anatomy and pathology was
Frank H. Netter MD
(DWC 1923).

In the 1970s, mathematician Julius Barnathan
(DWC 1944) was intrigued by a newly created
technology for transmitting
hidden information on a television screen. Believing this
technology could benefit the
deaf and hard of hearing, he
pioneered the use of closed
captioning in television. He
would become president of
Broadcast Operations and Engineering at ABC.

DWCHS ALUMNI MAKING MOVIES

DWCHS ALUMNI MAKING MOVIES

uss, DWC 1903 / 42nd Street (1932) screenwriter: James Seymour 1913 / Top Hat (1935) producer: Pandro Berman 1923 / The Pride of the Yankees (1942) author: Paul Gallico 1916 / Gaslight (
ctor: George Cukor 1917 / Sherlock Holmes... (1943) screenwriter: Bert Millhauser 1910 / Stormy Weather (1943) himself: Fats Waller 1919 / Jim Thorpe (1944) actor: Burt Lancaster 1930 / Sin
n 1932 / Marty (1955) screenwriter: Paddy Chayefsky 1939 / The Big Country (1958) composer: Jerome Moss 1929 / Psycho (1960) actor: Martin Balsam 1938, composer: Bernard Herrmann 19

caster 1930 / My Fair Lady (1964) director: George Cukor 1917 / Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967) producer: Stanley Kramer 1930 / In the Heat of the Night (1967) producer: Walter Mirisch 1
2, Hank Garrett 1950, Judd Hirsch 1952 / The Godfather Part II (1974) editor: Richard Marks 1960 / Network (1977) screenwriter: Paddy Chayefsky 1939 / Oh, God! (1977) author: Avery Corman 1
32 / Star Trek (1979) art director: Harold Michaelson 1938 / Stir Crazy (1980) screenwriter: Bruce J. Friedman 1947 / History of the World Part I (1981) actors: Howard Morris 1936, Jan Murray 19

s 1962 / Prizzi’s Honor (1985) Screenwriter: Richard Condon 1933, actor: John Randolph 1932 / Vision Quest (1985) director: Harold Becker 1945 / Pretty Woman (1990) director: Garry Marshall 1
d Feldman 1944 / Snow Falling on Cedars (1999) producer: Lloyd Silverman 1971 / The Princess Diaries (2001) director: Garry Marshall 1952 / Washington Heights (2002) actor: Andrea Navedo 1
ichard Condon 1933 / Cop Out (2010) actor: Tracy Morgan 1987 / Black Panther (2018) character co-creator: Stan Lee 1939 / A Christmas to Remember (2019) actor: Darrin DeWitt Henson 1986
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PAYING HOMAGE TO A GREAT AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
Still they come, as they have since the opening of DeWitt Clinton High School in the Bronx in 1929: foreign dignitaries, documentary makers, C-Span and PBS programmers, historians and journalists, children and grandchildren of alumni and the curious—all
eager to step inside the Castle on the Parkway. On March 2, 2020, two more names were added to the list of visitors as the school
welcomed photographer Dana Frank, daughter of Norman Frank ’42, and French artist Jean-Louis Mast, who is preparing a book
on Stan Lee’s life with emphasis on his days as a Clinton student. Their shared visit was no coincidence, as Norman and Stan were
friends at Clinton and for all the years that followed, and Jean-Louis will be including Norman in his book on Stan.
Like so many visitors before them, Dana and Jean-Louis were taken by the majesty of the building. In the auditorium, they were
treated to a chronology of the great events it hosted, from opening day ceremonies and composer Richard Rodgers conducting the
school orchestra to honoring Hall of Fame basketballers Dolph Schayes and Nate Archibald and present-day gifted students. They
traveled up to the tower where Stan Lee worked on the Magpie and then searched the archives of the Clinton News in the library
where Dana found a 1942 News article about her father. The two visitors enjoyed viewing the school together, but they did have their
separate reasons for being there.
— Gerard Pelisson

A Daughter Cherishes Her Father’s High School

“Thrilled,” said Dana Frank, as she arrived
at the front steps of DWC on March 2. Her
tour guide, Gerard Pelisson, led the way
into her father’s high school. As a student,
her father was Norman Fetbrod. Later he
became Norman Frank, a man of many
accomplishments.
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Dana Frank is a woman of many accomplishments. As you will see,
it is a family trait. Much of Dana’s world is focused on photography. As
a lover of music, she first used her camera to document the careers of
the Rolling Stones, Lenny Kravitz, Matchbox 20, Tyrese, Bobby Short,
KISS, David Bowie, Stone Temple Pilots, Julian Lennon & Velvet Revolver. She can still be found backstage, shooting onstage at concerts and
major events such as the Superbowl, the Grammy’s and the MTV Award,
and if you want to see her photos, you might just find them in Rolling
Dana Frank
Stone, Time, Newsweek, Ocean Drive and Glamour.
An important family trait is her dedication to helping people in need. She raises money for
charitable causes, especially St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, where her grandfather
was on the original founding Board of Directors. And like her father, she is keenly aware of
what is going on around her and is always of a mind to fight the good fight.
Her father’s name at DeWitt Clinton High School was Norman Fetbrod, class of 1942. After
serving during WW II as a pilot in the U.S. Army Air Force, Frank was
attracted to advertising. By the late 1940s, he had moved into television advertising but was soon drawn to wanting to play a major part
in the new medium. Producing and directing became his dream and he
had the opportunity when he was hired to do both with the CBS variety series Star of the Family (1950-1952). He was also a producer for
Wide Wide World, an Emmy-nominated documentary series, hosted by
Dave Garroway, which pioneered the use of live remotes from around
the world. He was a founding member of the New York-based TeleviNorman Fetbrod,
sion Academy, which was established in 1955 by Ed Sullivan. In 1956,
1942 Clintonian.
he produced and directed The Jonathan Winters Show on NBC.
By the mid 1960s, Frank was more in front of the television
camera than behind it, becoming “the voice of the P.B.A.”—the
Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association. In 1966, he engineered a
campaign on behalf of the P.B.A. that helped it successfully thwart
an attempt by Mayor John V. Lindsay to create a civilian complaint
review board. Frank embarked on his own mayoral campaign in
1969, but was unable to oust Lindsay.
Norman Frank would die in 2007, but he had plenty of life left
in him when he moved to Miami Beach in 1979. There he served
as chairman, vice-chairman or president of the Chamber of Commerce, Planning Board and Budget Committee.
Dana Frank has inherited her father’s zest for life. Along with
being a TIME/LIFE photographer, she values causes that seek jusNorman Frank,
tice and preserve the record of how we got to this point in time.
1969 candidate
Without a doubt, she will return to the Castle on the Parkway. She
for NYC mayor.
loves the place.

Crossing the Ocean to Visit Stan Lee’s High School
As French artist Jean-Louis Mast exited DeWitt Clinton High School at the end of his tour and
looked up at its facade, he said that if for no other reason than its great contribution of comic strip
artists and writers (see right), DeWitt Clinton deserves to be cherished as a great American school.
Here is Mast’s reason in his own words for visiting the
Castle on the Parkway:

Artist Jean-Louis Mast arriving at
DWCHS on March 2, 2020, to begin his research on Stan Lee’s high
school years. Below is his cherished
photograph with Stan Lee.

My comicbook project "Fathers of Marvel
Comics" will be in three parts and focus on the
lives of the founders of Marvel Comics: Martin
Goodman and Stan Lee. Part 1 will take place between 1922 and 1940, the first 18 years of Stan
Lee, showing his early life during what were difficult times. Obviously, in the comicbook, I'll show
a lot of DWC High School from 1936 till 1939,
when Stan graduated. I want the reader to feel as
if he was a student at that time, which is why I
had to visit the school, to get photo references and
information from the Library Archives. Now that
I've seen with my own eyes that legendary school,
I'll be able to do a better job, I feel.
Non-exhaustive list of what you will find in the
main chapter devoted to DWC HS: Stan and his
Magpie publicity staff, Stan at the 1939 New York
World's Fair with his teachers and schoolmates,
"McBeth" played by the WPA Federal Theater
Project at the DWC HS Auditorium, the making
of the History of the World mural... And more!
To a Clintonite, all that Mast said above has to be exciting. He is back in France now completing his book for
publication. We should all be thankful to him for his desire
to pay tribute to Stan Lee and Stan’s high school.
As Stan would say, “Excelsior!”

Here you can see Jean-Louis Mast’s formidable talent
as an illustrator. He has shared with us some of the art
that will appear in his book on Stan Lee.

Comic Strip
Artists and Writers
DeWitt Clinton High School
in the 1930s
Emanuel Raboy ’31
Illustrator of the first Captain
Marvel Jr and Flash Gordon
Sunday Page (1948-1967)
Bill Finger ’33
Co-creator of Batman
and the Green Lantern
Lou Myers ’33
Creator of satirical cartoons
for the New Yorker magazine
Vince Fago ’34
Writer and illustrator of
Peter Rabbit (1940s/1950s)
Bob (Kahn) Kane ’34
Co-creator of Batman
Seymour Reit ’34
Co-creator of Casper,
the Friendly Ghost
Alvin Schwartz ’34
Writer of Superman during its
golden years (1940s-1950s)
Will Eisner ’36
Creator of The Spirit and
“Father of the Graphic Novel”
Mel Casson ’38
Illustrator of Redeye
Ted Shearer ’38
Creator of Quincy
Irwin Hasan ’39
Co-creator of Dondi
and illustrator of the
Green Lantern
Co-creator of Spider-Man,
X-Men, The Incredible Hulk,
The Black Panther and
The Fantastic Four
Louis Zansky ’39
Illustrator of Classic Comics
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Featured Alumni
Ralph Lauren ’57 announced on March 26th
that the Ralph Lauren Corporate Foundation
will be donating $10 million to help those affected by the Covid-19 virus. “Now more than
ever,” he said at the time of the announcment,
“in this time of need, supporting each other has
become our mission,” The funds will be split
across different causes, including the Emergency Assistance Foundation, the World Health
Organization’s COVID-19 Solidarity Response
Fund, and more. On March 27th, the Foundation announced that Ralph
Lauren will also start making 250,000 masks and 25,000 isolation
gowns in the United States.

Guido Loyola ’68 retired on
December 31, 2019 after three
decades on the Schenectady bench.
His public service included working
in all three branches of city government. He started as a City Council
member in 1983 and later joined the
city Corporation Counsel’s Office,
serving as deputy corporation counsel until Dec. 1989 when he was
appointed to the bench. He worked as an acting County
Court and Family Court judge, and served as the supervising
judge for city courts for the Fourth Judicial District.

Edward Remen ’63 discovered the
game of racquetball in the 1970s. His excellent hand-eye coordination and superb
athleticism led him to 42 national titles—
both singles and doubles—throughout
the 1980s. In 1991, he was inducted into
the USA Racquetball National Hall of
Fame as both a player and contributor to
the game. He was then invited to coach
the USA National Team in 2001 before
taking the courts of NC State University.
He is currently the director of Racquet
Sports for the University Recreation Department and instructs racquetball, tennis, badminton and his latest discovery: pickleball.

Ricardo Nazario-Colón ’84 is a
poet, artist, higher education administrator, author, language teacher,
and former United States Marine.
And as if that were not enough, he
presently serves as inclusive executive and chief diversity officer for
Western Carolina University and as
chair of the (North Carolina) Governor’s Advisory Council on Hispanic/Latino Affairs. As a Clinton student, he was a member of
the track team, winning the NYS championship in the 3200
meter relay and the NYC championship in the 2 mile run. He
was also on the Clintonian and Clinton News staffs.

Ninth annual area alumni meeting, February 23, 2020, at Chompie’s in Chandler, Arizona
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Seated, left to right: Jerry Spinner ’57, Marty Goodman ’57, Dave Goode ’73, Dave Berliner ’55, Mal Leshin ’46, Harry Reese ’58,
Teddy Broome ’57, Lew Aaronson ’57, Norm Resnick ’57. 1st Standing, left to right: Mark Ronson ’73, Mario Masliah ’73,
Al Leibowitz ’62, George Lowery ’59, Bob Levine ’64, Alan Korwin ’67, Herb Cohn ’64, Marty Hass ’59, Gene Greenfield ’66,
Joe Goldblatt ’62. 2nd Standing, left to right: Phil Cowen ’59, Mike Gordon ’55, Gil Rice ’57, Glenn Silverstein ’77, Daniel Kroll
’74, Gary Neumann ’69, Les Neumann ’65, Barry Schulman ’68, Jim Wilson ’64.

Featured Alumni
Arisael Rivera ’01
is an actor, writer and
comedian,
whose
talents have brought
him from the Shakespearean stage to
movie and television
studios. For his TV
series Meet (2018),
his credits included
actor, writer, director and producer. Later in
2020, he stars in the drama Rinse and Repeat.

Ameera Hassan ’18 is a sophomore at SUNY New Paltz
majoring in marketing and manufacturing. She was named
to the Dean’s List for the fall 2019 semester. As a member
of the National Association of Black Accountants for the
2019-2020 academic year, she joined in hosting a professionalism workshop on last November 19. The workshop
focused on educating students, especially students of
color, about the importance of the various aspects of business etiquette to prepare them for life after graduation. It
included tips on how to perfect their elevator pitches, interview strategies, food etiquette, and professional attire.
Ameera was senior class president at DWC.

Former Track and Field Coach Bill Wagner Sets His Record Straight with a New Web Site

OUT
HECK IT

https://www.dwcgovernors.com/about

C
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Alumni Notes
Victor R. Fuchs ’41—Library squad. I
continue my research in health economics
and health policy. In 2019, I published several pieces, sometimes with co-authors, on
line in the New York Times and the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
Sheldon Steinhauser ’46—Human relations agency executive, diversity consultant, college teacher of social issues and
gerontology.
David Levy ’47—Glee club. Thank you
DWC for providing an excellent education. I served as a teacher, guidance counsellor, assistant principal, principal, and
deputy superintendent in the New York
City school system 1951-1990.
Sol Gothard ’48—First recipient of
the “Sol Gothard Lifetime Achievement
Award” established and named in his honor by the National Association of Forensic
Social Work. He will also give a keynote
workshop at the organization’s national
conference in New Orleans in June 2020.
The program is titled: “Reflections on
Social Work, the Law, and Other Stuff.”
Ernest Reit ’49—Arista, chorus. Good
wishes, and great good luck.
George Darsa ’51—Retired attorney. Six
grandchildren, of which two are engaged.
Life is still exciting.
William Ingwerson ’52—Thirty-five
years in the New York City Police Department, retired sergeant.
Stanley A. Goldman MD ’53—Orchestra, band, Clinton News, Arista. I find
Principal Orbe’s letter inspiring and very
well stated. I wish him luck in his efforts
to keep the school on an upward trajectory in enrollment and achievement. (As for
The Bronx: USA, it was an) excellent TV
show comparing life in the 40s/50s with
the current generation—very inspiring
and kudos to the students—young and old.
Michael Brier ’55—1953-54-55 varsity
basketball - co-capt. 1955. 1954 & 1955
varsity baseball. Play tennis now and
watch my grandchildren spend my money. (It’s all good!!)

Herbert LeShay ’56—Service league,
senior chorus, honor society, Spanish
club. Former high school teacher, assistant principal, principal and district office
administrator. Retired happily in Florida.

Michelle Steiner ’60—Math team. Counterintelligence special agent, U.S. Army
(22 years) followed by software quality
assurance test engineer (12 years, eight of
which were with Apple).

Lew Aaronson ’57—Lou Katz’s Squad
X, handball team. Pilot: U.S. Air Force/
Air Force Reserve, Continental Airlines.

Norman Alvy ’62—I’m looking forward
to receiving the paper edition of the newsletter for alumni.

Lawrence Grossman ’57—Clinton News,
Clintonian. I went to City College (majoring in chemistry) and later received a
PhD in biochemistry and genetics at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in
the Bronx. I then went to the other coast
for a postdoctoral stint (at the California
Institute of Technology in Pasadena.) Afterwards I joined the faculty of the Wayne
State University School of Medicine in
Detroit, where I am now the Henry L.
Brasza professor and Director of the Center for Molecular Medicine and Genetics.
Since I mostly write for a living (grant
applications and reports, research publications), my early experience of writing
for Clinton publications (I remember Lou
Simon was the must admired faculty advisor of the Clinton News) has continued to
serve me well these many years later.

Alan Frishman ’62—At DWC, swimming and GO. Retired professor of economics at Hobart & Wm. Smith College
after 41 years.

Allen Jacobson ’57—Library squad.
Retired partner of Washington Analysis.
Peter Korn ’57—Dean’s squad, physical
education squad, service squad. Serving
as hearing officer for Westchester County,
NY, in civil service cases; labor arbitrator.
Arthur S. Weinstein ’57—Service league;
manager, cross country and track and
field. Looking forward to 65th reunion.
Norman S. Sider ’58—Clinton News.
After earning a law degree, I worked 13
years for state, federal and not-for-profit
organizations dedicated to civil rights and
community relations, then for 27 years
worked for a major stock brokerage firm.
Carmine Magazino ’59—Clinton News,
football. Ever grateful for the great teachers and friends made over 60 years ago
—especially remember Lou Simon and
the Clinton News—a hall of fame teacher
in my book!

Robert H. Benna ’63—Recently watched
a show called The Bronx, USA (HBO
on demand) about a group of guys from
Clinton—class of 1949—visiting the
school and the borough. Great show that
all DWC alumni should watch. As for me,
still playing bad golf, but life is good.
Fred Finkelberg ’64—Key club, AV
squad, cheerleader, Clinton News business
staff, class night show stage manager, camera club, parking lot squad, 65th anniversary dinner usher, gym squad. Retired federal
bank examiner.
Greg Ohanesian ’64—Cross country and
track teams, marching band, P.E. squad.
Still practicing law in S.C., elected to the
S.C. Bar’s House of Delegates. USMC
1 May 1967/30 April 1969—Semper Fi
Col. Randall USMC (’92). Very impressed
with Sydney Valerio ’99. Go Governors!
Michael Schwartz ’64—As assistant
coach, led Monmouth University men’s
tennis team to fourth straight conference
championship, fourth appearance in Top 64
D1 NCAA’s.
Michael R. Lewis ’66—At DWC, marching drill band, track and field team, cross
country team. U.S. Air Force (1968-1972)
Vietnam 1969-1970; Ohio State track and
field team 1966-1968; Howard University
1972-74 BBA magna cum laude; Cornell
University (1974-76) MBA.
Roger Siegel ’66—Squad P and GO
squad. Active membership and leadership
in the Knights of Khorassan, a fraternal
organization.

Books by or about Clintonites
Hotel Mavens: Volume 3
– by Stanley Turkel ’41
My long-time preoccupation with hotel history reveals one continuous strand: the achievements of
unique entrepreneurs who created singular hotels one at a time. These pioneers were not “hotel men”
by subsequent definition. They did not attend hotel schools because there were none until 1924 with the
creation of the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration. Most of them did not grow up in the
hotel business but became successful because of their varied on-the-job training experiences, unexpected
opportunities and business acumen. Their tradition-breaking vision and single-minded ambition led them
to create iconic hotels. — Stanley Turkel.
Clintonites will especially enjoy the account of how Clintonites Larry Tisch ’39 and Bob Tisch (one year)
rose to great prominence owning the Loew’s hotel chain. — Gerard Pelisson
Paper: 258 pages Publisher: AuthorHouse (January 16, 2020)
ISBN-10: 1728341981 ISBN-13: 978-1728341989
Swim Move (Burnside Series Book 10) Kindle Edition
– by David Chill ’73
When an old friend from high school shows up in P.I. Burnside’s office for help, neither have any idea
that this case will spiral into fraud, kidnapping and murder. But as Burnside begins looking into his friend’s
beautiful celebrity daughter, he uncovers more and more people who have a dispute with her – and a reason
to inflict harm. Once again, Burnside’s investigation takes readers on a harrowing journey through the best
and worst of Los Angeles. Burnside navigates his way with a little help from some pro football players and
is forced to work around detectives from multiple police departments, who would prefer this case would
just go away. And as he unravels the mystery, he and his wife Gail must make a critical decision on their
future. The series reaches uncharted territory when Burnside gets a legendary meeting with the LAPD’s
Chief of Police – an interaction the Chief would like to forget!
File Size: 1703 KB

Publisher: Cold Spirit Press (June 18, 2019)

ASIN: B07T7M15XJ

Note: All comments above come from publishers or authors, unless otherwise indicated.

Alumni Notes
Lance Zavin ’66—President, Pelham
Parkway Jewish Center; board member of
Pelham Pkwy Neighborhood Association;
consultant, Local 237 Teamsters.

American College of Health Care Administrators. Concurrently executive director of
the Shaker Place Rehabilitation and Nursing
Center, Albany, New York.

Eric C. Anderson ’67—Recently retired
from a very successful contracting and land
development career in Virginia Beach, Va.

Robert Tausek ’68—Clinton News sports
editor. I am enjoying life in Charleston,
SC, near my daughter and her twin boys,
Maverick and Nash.

Jose “Pepe” Figueroa ’68—Volley ball
team with Coach Danis RIP, orchestra. Very
happy to announce the establishment of the
Figueroa Music Foundation based in NYC.
Roy S. Gordet ’68—Almost time to hang
up my attorney spurs and move on to the
next great phase.
Larry I. Slatky ’68—I was the recipient
of the 2019 Distinguished Service Award,
presented by the New York Chapter of the

Eli Dolinsky ’69—Alumni squad. Semiretired Oracle Software consultant/CPA.
One grandson, 2 sons, 1 wife and one 100
lb. boxer (Max).
Barry L. Nelson ’69—DWC chess club,
computer club, Arista, track team, wrestling team. Re-elected president, Westmere (NY) Fire Dept. for the ninth year.
Appointed to the Albany Cty. Fire Police.
Prior year’s Fire Dept. Fire Fighter of the

Year. Prior year, NYS Governor’s Special
Citation for work at Ground Zero in NYC.
Robert David Sunshine ’69—Urologic
surgeon on City Island now a full-time
medical-legal consultant for a malpractice
law firm on Wall Street.
Michael Weiser ’70—Looking forward
to 50th reunion of class of 1970.
Cedric Fergus ’78—Arista. Banker hotel
credit/collection mgr. house security and
20 years NYC phys. ed. teacher and coach.
Denise H. Wallen ’90—Fashion/retail
industry, merchandise inventory planning
and allocation.
Natasha Van Reil ’92—Member of the
Alumni Board of the DWC Alumni Assn.
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In Memoriam
Kenneth Giniger ’33 (April 26, 2019)
Meyer Ackerman ’41 (October 21, 2019)
Martin Goldfarb ’41 (March 17, 2020)
Nicholas Tsoucalas ’44 (March 22, 2018)
Sanford Buchsbaum ’45 (December 13, 2019)
Peter De Luca ’45 (March 24, 2020)
Edward Morrison ’46 (March 23, 2020)
Albert Wahl ’46 (April 28, 2019)
Richard Stanley Blum ’53 (November 28, 2019)
Kenneth C. Camelo ’57 (May 8, 2019)
Allen Zagarell ’59 (September 10, 2019)
Howard Greene ’60 (November 28, 2019)
Allan Gerson ’62 (December 1, 2019)
Arnold Obey ’64 (March 22, 2020)
Emanuel Lee Davis ’66 (August 24, 2019)

Kenneth Giniger ’35 attended the 100th
anniversary celebration (2013) of the Clinton News held in the library of the school.
He was always a proud “Newser.” Following service in the U. S. Army during World
War II, he turned to publishing. As head of
Hawthorn Books in the 1960s, he produced
many books that appealed to Catholics, i.e.,
works by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen.
Kenneth Giniger died in New York City on April 26, 2019, two
months after celebrating his 100th birthday.
Meyer Ackerman ’41 operated movie
theaters that, long before the Internet and
home videos, brought hard-to-find films to
audiences in and around New York City. He
and his partners owned, among others, the
Devon Theater in the Bronx, the Carnegie
Hall Cinema and the 68th Street Playhouse
in Manhattan, and the Scarsdale Fine Arts
Cinema. Perhaps his greatest success came
in 1984 when he introduced American audiences to the South African film The Gods Must Be Crazy, which ran at the 68th Street
Playhouse for 20 months.
A soldier in the U. S. Army during World War II, Meyer Ackerman passed away in White Plains, New York, on October 21, 2019.
Nicholas Tsoucalas ’44 served in the U. S.
Navy during World War II and the Korean
War. Between the wars, he earned his law degree from New York Law School. After several terms on the city and state bench, he was
appointed in 1985 to the United States Court
of International Trade in New York City. He
took senior status in 1996 and held it until his
death on March 22, 2018.
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Joel Weisvogel ’69 (January 13, 2020)
Napoleon Ham ’80 (March 2020)
Louis Weisberg, Retired faculty (February 21, 2020)
Sanford Buchsbaum ’45 was an advertising and marketing executive. He began
his long, successful career as a watch band
salesman. From there, he went on to hold
many esteemed positions in advertising and
marketing. He was executive vice president
worldwide of advertising and marketing at
Revlon, Inc., and chairman of Stevens & Buchsbaum, an advertising agency he founded.
Sanford Buchsbaum died in Connecticut on December 13, 2019.
Peter De Luca ’45 worked three jobs during high school to support his family. Upon
graduation, he volunteered for the U.S. Merchant Marines, ferrying American troops
and Japanese prisoners in the Pacific. He
graduated number one in his New York Law
School class and, years later,was a trustee
of the school. He practiced law for over 60
years and capped his career as managing
partner of Kaye, Scholer, retiring at the young age of 88.
Peter De Luca died in New York on March 24, 2020.
Edward Morrison ’46 was born November 6, 1928, the day that Herbert Hoover
was elected president of the United States.
Being born on an historic day, it was only
right that his life’s calling would be as a history teacher. From 1954 to 1986, he filled his
“scholars” at DWC with a love of history...
and a love of life. He assigned each student
a number, and if a student’s final mark was
97 or higher, the student’s number was retired. His great sense of
humor uplifted his colleagues in the bad times and his commitment to his “scholars” inspired them to be the best at all times.
An army Korean War veteran, Edward Morrison passed away
on Long Island on March 23, 2020.
Allen Zagarell ’59 earned his Doctorate
at East Berlin University. He taught anthropology at Western Michigan University until retirement. During his tenure he served as
President of the teachers union. He headed
expeditions into the mountains of India and
many South Asian countries. He was a life
long advocate for civil and union rights.
Allen Zagarell died in Kalamazoo, MI, on
September 10, 2019.

		

				

In Memoriam

Allan Gerson ’62 held notable legal positions in the Justice Department but his response to the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988 will be his
mark in history. Gerson led the push that got
Congress to amend the sovereign immunity
law in 1996. The change allowed citizens
to sue a country in an American court for
human rights violations if the State Department had designated that country a sponsor of terrorism. Attorney
Gerson represented the bombing victims’ families in a suit against
Libya for its complicity in the bombing. In 2002, Libya agreed to
a $2.7 billion settlement, or $10 million per victim.
Allan Gerson passed away on November 30, 2019.

Arnold Obey ’64 had it said of him, by
classmate Michael Schwartz ’64, that he
was “a great athlete, great husband, great
father, great friend.” His accomplishment were many: basketball champion at
DWC (1963), Basketball Hall of Famer for
Wagner College (scoring 1,000 points) and
basketball coach at Staten Island Academy
for eight seasons. For more than two
decades, he served as principal of PS 31 in Staten Island. And
then there were the marathons, running the streets of New York
City for 38 consecutive years.
Arnold Obey died of Covid-19 on March 22, 2020 while on a
trip to Puerto Rico.

Joel Weisvogel ’69 served for many
years on the DWC Alumni Board before
his death on January 13, 2020. No job was
too big or too small to do for his alma mater. He regularly accompanied students on
leadership weekends, worked the food grill
at home football games, and showed up to
help at just about every Clinton event. Fortunately, he managed to squeeze in time to
be an independent agent for AFLAC.
The Alumni Association would also like to share one more example of Joel’s devotion to Clinton. In his will, Joel left a considerable donation to the Association to help it continue to serve
the DeWitt Clinton Community.

Louis Weisberg, retired faculty
member, passed away at home in
New York City on February 21, 2020
after a brief illness. Teaching earth
science and photography for 32 years
brought his induction into the DWC
Faculty Hall of Honor in 2018. He
valued every student but understood
that their cleverness did not always
reflect godliness. Thus, noticing a
sharp increase of students needing to
go to the bathroom, he introduced a room pass that was a large
rock several feet tall (shown in the photograph). He loved to travel,
visiting over 100 countries. For sure, he brought his camera.

Lest We Forget Their Service to Country
Martin Goldfarb ’41 served in World War II with
the 376th HBG 515 squadron U. S. Army Air Force.
Richard Stanley Blum ’53 served in the U. S. Marines for two
years rising to the rank of sergeant. A highly skilled marksman,
he competed in military competitions representing his company.

Douglas Bernard Kehoe ’62 was killed in action in
Vietnam on December 12, 1968. Perhaps many in the
DeWitt Clinton Community, at the time, did not know
of his sacrifice. That would change when on March
10, 2020, Barry Heyman ’62 received an email from a
Vietnam memorial organization seeking
a photograph of Douglas Bernard Kehoe,
Barry’s classmate at Clinton.
The organization has established a
Wall of Faces to display photographs of
all 58,318 Vietnam casualties. Only 244
of the fallen still needed a photo, and
Douglas Kehoe was one of the missing.
Barry supplied Kehoe’s senior photograph from the 1962 Clintonian. You
can see the Wall of Faces at https://www.
vvmf.org/Wall-of-Faces/27393/DOUGLAS-B-KEHOE/
The DWC Community pays tribute to
its fallen hero, Douglas Bernard Kehoe,
class of 1962.
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Donors by Club
CENTURY CLUB
JOHN BARBARETTE ’64
HOWARD BIRNBAUM ’63
GUERNSEY CLUB
WILLIAM A. BRADY ’45
JOSE “PEPE” FIGUEROA ’68 EDWIN CHIN ’58
RANDY FRIESER ’73
KU CHIN ’64
HOWARD GLICKSTEIN ’47
PHILIP COHEN ’64
RF = RETIRED FACULTY
REUBEN GUTOFF ’44
AVERY CORMAN ’52
DF = DECEASED FACULTY
ORLANDO RAO ’73
GEORGE DARSA ’51
ROBERT SCHWIEGER ’60
FRANK DE LEONARDIS ’60
♦♦♦♦♦
ROBERT D. SUNSHINE ’69
IVAN DOLGINS ’58
ELI DOLINSKY ’69
PRESIDENT’S CLUB
LIFE CLUB
CEDRIC FERGUS ’78
ERIC ANDERSON ’67
SIMON BLEIWEISS ’40
ALAN FRISHMAN ’62
MICHAEL BRIER ’55
MICHAEL BRIER ’55
RICHARD GARBER ’54
IRWIN ENGELMAN ’51
ADA CHIRLES, RF
ARNOLD GILBERT ’48
ROBERT ESNARD ’56
ARTHUR J. CRAMES ’52
ARNOLD M. GLICK ’55
VICTOR R. FUCHS ’41
LESLIE DUNN ’57
FRED GOLDNER ’62
ANDREW KIMMERLING ’63 ROBERT GOODMAN ’63
SCOTT EDLITZ
in memory of
RONALD KORN ’57
ROY GORDET ’68
HOWARD MAGER ’65
LAWRENCE EDLITZ ’49
PHILIP GOTTFRIED ’57
RICHARD NOVICK ’64
HON. MARTIN EVANS ’35
IRA GREENBERG ’57
in memory of
BERNARD ROBERTS ’48
COL. REGINALD GRIER ’46
DANIEL SCHWIEGER ’65
MICHAEL LEWIS
WILLIAM J. HEVERT ’61
JOSE “PEPE” FIGUEROA ’68
LARRY SLATKY ’68
BARRY N. HEYMAN ’62
STEPHEN FLAKS ’57
STEPHEN A. UGELOW ’60
JACK L. HIRSCH ’67
RANDY FRIESER ’73
GILBERT WALTON ’77
ALLEN H. JACOBSON ’57
JAMES GARVEY III HON ’02
JEROME JACOBSON ’47
MICHAEL GERSON
GOVERNOR’S CLUB
CORNEL JOHNSON ’79
IRA GROSS ’58
ROBERT BENNA ’63
THEODORE P. KLINGOS ’67
REUBEN GUTOFF ’44
MARVIN DESSLER ’48
ANDREW KOPPEL ’63
J. IRA HARRIS ’55
KEVIN HARLEY ’77
LEWIS LAU ’68
WILLIAM J. HEVERT ’61
PETER A. KORN ’57
DAVID LEVY ’47
LONA JUPITER
NORMAN LEVINE ’56
CARMINE MAGAZINO ’59
in memory of
MICHAEL LEWIS ’66
ELLIOT S. MARKOWITZ ’59
HARRY WOLFE JUPITER ’49 BRUCE PARKER ’65
THOMAS MAURO ’56
ANITA LEE
BRUCE PODWAL ’55
JOHN MCGILL ’46
in memory of
NORMAN SIDER ’58
HERMAN H. MENSING ’53
CHARLES LEE ’32
MARTIN WASSERMAN ’49
BERTON MILLER ’57
HOWARD MAGER ’65
ALAN M. NATHANSON ’64
GARRY MARSHALL ’52
RED & BLACK
JEFFREY NULMAN ’67
MONROE MILSTEIN ’44
ALBERT P. FOUNDOS ’53
ARNOLD OBEY ’64
PHILIP L. MILSTEIN
DAVID W. FUCHS HON. ’78
RICHARD ODSON ’53
in memory of
DOUGHTY HULBERT ’58
GREG OHANESIAN ’64
SEYMOUR MILSTEIN ’37
HERMAN INGWERSEN ’52
STEPHEN P. POLLINGER ’64
SUSAN RICHTER
ROY KULICK ’65
ROBERT POYDASHEFF ’48
BERNARD ROBERTS ’48
GERARD PELISSON HON. ’03 ERNEST REIT ’49
DENISE SCHEINBERG
OWEN POWELL ’69
MERILL RESNICK ’63
in memory of
CARL E. RIEG ’62
HECTOR RIVERA ’65
I. HERBERT SCHEINBERG ’36 RUSSELL F. RYER ’64
ALFRED SCHERZER ’60
STANLEY SHOPKORN ’60
DENISE H. WALLEN ’90
STEPHEN SCHIENVAR ’62

Life Club - Major Gift
Guernsey Club - $1,000 & above
President’s Club - $500-$999
Governor’s Club - $300-$499
Red & Black Club - $200-$299
Century Club - $100-$199
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ARTHUR WAILL ’50
STEPHEN WINTERS ’70

HARVEY SHRAGE ’71
MARC J. SIEGEL ’64
MORTON SILVERMAN ’54
ANTHONY SOUKAS ’65
JOHN SPADACCINI ’58
STEVEN STRAUSS ’56
CARMINE J. TABACCO ’68
STANLEY TURKEL ’41
ANTHONY VERLEY ’79
JUSTIN L. VIGDOR ’46
ARTHUR WEINSTEIN ’57
MICHAEL WEISER ’70
SOLOMON WEISS ’50
TERRY WILSON ’74
MILES WORTMAN ’61
CHARLES YAKER ’58
LANCE ZAVIN ’66
SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
MICHAEL BRIER ’55
ELLIS COUSENS ’70
in tribute to
EDWARD MORRISON ’46
RON LASPAGNOLETTA ’59
ARTHUR J. CRAMES ’52
LESLIE DUNN ’57
HON. MARTIN EVANS ’35
RANDY FRIESER ’73
PAULINE V. AND WILLIAM F.
GARVEY FOUNDATION
REUBEN GUTOFF ’44
J. IRA HARRIS ’55
WILLIAM J. HEVERT ’61
LONA JUPITER
in memory of
HARRY WOLFE JUPITER ’49
CLAUDIA KEENAN
in memory of
RICHARD MAGAT ’43
ANITA LEE
in memory of
CHARLES LEE ’32
BERNARD ROBERTS ’48
DENISE SCHEINBERG
in memory of
I. HERBERT SCHEINBERG ’36
TEXAS “LONE STAR” ALUMNI
ARTHUR WAILL ’50
STEPHEN WINTERS ’70
GREGG S. WOLPERT ’73

Membership Dues 2020
I would like to receive a paper edition of the Alumni Newsletter.
Please Print
NAME_______________________________________________________________ YEAR GRADUATED________________
ADDRESS_____________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP________________________________________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE______________________________________ WORK PHONE______________________________________
EMAIL________________________________________________________________________________________________
DWC SCHOOL AFFILIATIONS (CLUBS, SPORTS)
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
NOTES________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please use the above space to provide news about yourself for our publication.
Barrese Society: I have paid dues for ____ consecutive years. This year’s donation includes ____ missed year(s).

Dues January 1, 2020

$35.00

Voluntary Assessment
(in support of student
activities)

$15.00

Total Sustaining Donation

$50.00

The Alumni Association
will shortly mail (we
mean it this time)
the Barrese Society pins
to all those alumni who
have contributed to the
Association for at least
ten years in a row.
Thank you, loyal sons
and daughters of DWC.

 Century Club $100 (includes dues)
 Red and Black Club $200 (includes dues)
 Governor’s Club $300 (includes dues)
 President’s Club $500 (includes dues)
 Guernsey Club $1,000 (includes dues)
 Alumni Leadership Weekend Fund $_________

Actual size: 1" diameter

Dues can be paid
Enclosed is a check for $____________ or charge my credit card $___________.
securely on line at
www.dewittclintonalumni.com
 Visa  Master Card
 American Express  Discover
Card #__________________________________ Exp. Date___________
Signature___________________________________________________

The DeWitt Clinton
Alumni Association
thanks you, our loyal
supporters.

Make checks payable to DeWitt Clinton Alumni Assn, Inc. Mail to: P.O. Box 566, Elmsford, NY 10523-0566

(Do not use the abbreviation DWC)

(A donation for scholarships require a separate check made payable to the DeWitt Clinton Scholarship
and Student Aid Fund, Inc., and mailed to P.O. Box 566, Elmsford, NY 10523-0566.)
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